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* JB-ALGEBRAS WITH TEN"S.OR PRODUCTS ABE C -ALGEBRAS 

By 

Harald Hanche-Olsen 

In [1] Alfsen, Shultz, and St0rmer have studied a class of 

nor.med Jordan algebras over the reals, named JB-algebras. These 

algebras generalize the Jordan algebras of self-adjoint elements 

of a C*-algebra, and also the more general Jordan operator alge

bras (JC-algebras), studied by Topping [6]. In [1] a structure 

theory for JB-algebras is given, generalizing the corresponding 

theory for finite dimensional formally real Jordan algebras by 

Jordan, von Neumann and Wigner, [3]. It is also shown that the JB

algebras share with C*-algebras many of the basic properties needed 

for applications to physics, e.g. the spectral theory and the fact 

that the idempotents form a complete orthomodular lattice. How-

ever, we miss one important concept: the tensor product. Thus, 

it is of some interest to try to define a ugood" notion of tensor 

product for some class of JB-algebras properly containing the self

adjoint parts of C*-algebras. 

In this note we show that this is impossibleo In fact, assume 

that A is a JB-algebra such that the tensor product of the real 

linear spaces A and M2(t!)sa (the self-adjoint 2 x 2-matrices 

over the complex numbers) can be equipped with a Jordan structure 

satisfying certain minimal requirements of "good behavior" relating 

it to the g~ven Jordan products in the ~~o factors, then we show 

that A itself is the self-adjoint part of a C*-algebra. This 

is derived from a general result on Jordan algebras over a field 

of characteristic different from two, which may be of some inde-
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pendent interest. 

All algebras in this note will be assumed to have an identity, 

denoted by 1. In a Jordan algebra ~~(see [2] for de~inition and 

basic properties), the product of two elements x,y is denoted by 

X o y ., The mapping y -> xoy of .A- into itself is denoted by Txo 

Two elements x,y are said to operator commute if T T = T T • 
X y y X 

It follows from the definition of the triple product [2;p.36] , 

that if x, y E sfr-, then 

( 1 o 1) {xyx} :: 2x o (X"Y) - x~ o y ; 

thus, defining the map u : y t-> {xyx} 
X 

we have 

An associative algebra v+· will also be considered as a Jordan 

algebra under the product aob = f(ab +ba) o The algebra of 2 X 2-

matrices over a field K vrl.ll be denoted by M2(K) , or simply 

M2 when K is understood. M2 has a basis of matrix units 

i,j = 1,2 such that 

e:. . • 
l.J 

Aclmowledgements~ The author is indebted to E~M. Alfsen for sug

gesting the problem., ~ve are also grateful to F.~v., Shultz for 

making available proposition 4o2, and for permitting us to include 

his proof" 
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2G The algebraic result. 

All algebras in this section will be over a fixed field K 

of characteristic different from 2. 

First, let us assume that .;~~ is an associative algebra. 

Then (,.r,f ® 1'12 is an associative algebra under the product defined 

by (x8o.)(y® 13) = JQT®a.~ • Considering the induced Jordan products 
I 

on ~,.76--,1'12 and l~t®M2 respectively, we easily verify the formulas: 

(x ® 1) o (y 0 13) = (xoy) ® 13 , 

(1 ®a.) 0 (y0 13) ::: y® (aoj3) .. 

Assume now only that ~/ is a Jordan algebra and that dJ ® 1'12 is 

equipped with some Jordan product. Then the two formulas above 

a:re equivalent to the following four: 

(2.3) (x ® 1) o (y ® 1) = (xoy) 01 
' 

(4.4) (10a)o (1013) = 1®(aos) 

(2.5) ( 1 ® a) o (x 0 1 ) = x®a 
' 

(2.6) [T1&l'T:x01] = 0 . 

Indeed, (2.3)-(2.5) are immediate consequences of (2*1) and (2.2). 

So 4s (2.6) when (2..,1) is rewritten as Tx01 (y® 13) = (xoy)® (3 , and 

Sim~larly for (2.2). We prove the converse implication as easily, 

using (2.,5) to write y® 13 = Ty®1 (1 ® 13) = T1013 (y® 1) • 

.. Note that (2.3) states that the natural embedding x ,_;;. x® 1 

into r..~ ® 1'12 is a Jordan homomorphism, while (2.4) is the 

statement for M2 ~ 

Finally, (2.6) states that any element of 1 ®M2 operator 

with any element of (.tjy ® 1 o Thus it seems natural to 
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claim that (2 .. 3)-(2.6), or equivalently, (2.1), (2.2), should be 

satisfied for a "good" tensor product of Jordan algebras. 

Theorem 2.1. Let ... >{.~ be a Jordan algebra with identj~ ty over a 

field K of characteristic different from two. Assume that there 

eY...ists a Jordan product in v.f® M2 (K) satisfying (2 .. 1) and (f.2) .. 

Then there exists a Ulrigue associa:tive product in vir inducing the 

given Jordan proQ.ucts both in·,_.~ and in .-A-®M2C!Q.. 

The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of 

Theorem 2.1. Thus, the assumptions of the Theorem will be kept 

throughout. As noted above, the formulas (2.3)-(2.6) are also · 

valid in the present setting. 

We will make extensive use of the "linearised Jordan identity11 

[2; p.34]: 

(2.7) 

which is valid for a,b,c in any Jordan algebra.. Putting 

a = c = 1 ®a and b = :x01 in (2.7) and using (2.6) yields: 

(2.8) 

Using this together with (2.1) and (2.2) we may compute: 

(:x®a)o (y®a) = Tx®aT1~(y®1) = T1&xT:x®c/y01) = (:xoy)®a2 , 

which applied to a = e. . yields the formulas: 
~J 

(x® e11) o (y® e11) = (:xoy)®e11 and 

(2.,10) (x 0 e:21) o (y 0 8 21) = 0 and 

(2.,11) Cx: ® e 11 ) a (y 0 e: 22) = 0 

similarly fa:r 

similarly for 

The last formula comes from (2. 9), (2o 1) and e: 22 = 1 - e:11 • 

e22' 

812' 
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The following lemma is the main step in the proof of the 

theorem., 

Lemma 2,2. If x,y E d(, there exists z E iJ such that 

(x 0 e:21) o (y ~-.e:11) = z 0 e:21 • 

Proof: Writing 

(2.12) 
2 

(x ® e:21) o (y 0 e:1..,) = l: z .. ® e. . ' 
I • • 1 ~J J.J 1.,J= 

we have to show z11 = z12 = z22 = 0 • 

First, we apply T1~ to both sides of (2.12). On the 
101e11 

left-hand side we find, using (2.8) and (2.2): 

T1®e:11((x® e:21) o (y0 e11)) = T1®e:11Ty®e:11(x® E:21) == 

= Ty0e11 T1®e:11 (x ® e21) = 

= Ty®e11 (ix® e21) = 

= i(x 0 e:21) o (y 0 e:11) • 

On the righthand side we find 

Since the eij's are linearly independent, z11 = z22 = 0 follows. 

Next, applying T10 e:21 
and using the same technique, we .find 

z12 = 0 ; thus proving the lemma. 

Note that Lemma 2,2 is also valid when e22 is suhstituted 

for e11 .. Thus, we may define maps R • A X • ->A and L :A->A 
X 

for given xEA by 

(2 .. 13) Rx(y) 0 e:21 = 2(x® e:11) o (y® e:21) 

(2.,1LJ-) Lx(y) ®. e21 = 2(x®e:22)o (y®e21) • 
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Lemma 2 23. 

Proof: This will follovT from the identity [T-.:.&~e: ,T:x.®e ] = 0 , 
J'-' 11 22 

which is proved as follows: Let a= y0 e:11 , b = x0 e:22 , c = 10 e22 • 

Then aob = aoc = 0 and boc = x0 e: 22 • Applying (2 .. 7) yields 

the desired equality. [] 

Qorolle,ry 2,4., .!'Eere e~sts an associative product in ...,-6..- with 1 

as an identity and such that xy = Lx(y) = RY(x) and xoy = tC:;y + yx) 

for all x,z E v4r .. 

Proof: By (2.,2), (2 .. 13) and (2.14), L (1) = R (1) = x .. Lemma 2.3 X · X 

now guarantees existence and associativity of the product defined 

Tx®e + T:x.®e: = Tx0'1 , 
11 22 

by xy = Lx(y) = Ry(x) • Also, 

which together with (2.,1) proves that xoy = t(Rx+Lx)(y)=f(yx+xy). 
0 

Concluding proof of Theorem 2 .. 1. 
an 

Now, J6-· is shown to be; associative 

algebra, and so is c..-rlf 0 M2 • What remains to prove is that 

aob = t(ab+ba) for all a,b in Jb0:r12 .. First, rewrite (2.13) 

and (2.14) as follows: 

(2~15) 

(2.16) 

(x 0 e:11) o (y 0 e:21) = tyx 0 e21 ' 

(x® e:22) o (y0 e21) = fxy® e21 • 

Next, put a = x® e:21 , b = y® e:11 , c = 10 e: 11 , so that 

aob = fxy0 e:21 , boc = y® e:11 , aoc = fx® e21 • Applying (2 .. 7). 

we get [Txy0e ,T10e ] + [T~€ ,Tx®e ] = 0 .. Applying this 
21 11 "~ 11 21- ' 

operator identity to 1 0 e: 12 and computing by means of preVious 

formulas, we find 

(2.17) 
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Now, repeat the foregoing discussion with the indices 1,2 

interchanged. The result will be another associative product on (~ 

such that the analogues of the previous formulas hold. But (2.17) 

is invariant under this reversal of indices, thus proving that the 

two products are equal, Now the formulas (2.9), (2.10), (2.11), 

(2.15), (2.-16), (2o17) together with the "reversed" analogues o.f 

(2.15), (2.16), show that the formula aob = f(ab+ba) holds for 

all a, b of the form x ® e, . , thus for all a, b E ci- ® M2 • This 
~J 

completes the proof of Theorem 2,1. G 

3, The JB-algebra result. 

In this section the result of the previous section will be 

applied to JB-algebras. First we will prove that if a JB-algebraA 

is the self-adjoint part of a *-algebra .:i", then ..ir is in fact 

a C*-algebra. This result and the proof that follows is due to 

F.w. Shultz [5]. 

Lemma 3.1. Let Jlr be a complex *-algebra whose self-adjoint 

part A is a JB-algebra rmder the product aob = f(ab + ba) and 

some norm. If xE v~ then x*x is a positive element of A • 

Proof., An element a of A is easily seen to be invertible in 

the associative algebra ~ iff it is invertible in the Jordan 

algebra A • It follows that the real part of its spectrum, defined · 

with respect to d- , coincides with its spectrum cr(a) with re

spect to A .• Thus, by the usual argument cr(x*x)U {OJ =cr(xx*)U (O}o 

(See e.g. [4, Prop,1.1,8]). Also, the norm-closed real algebra 

C(x*x) c A generated by x*x and 1 is isomorphic to CJR(X) for 
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some compact Hausdorff space X • Now the proof of [4, Thm.1.4.4] 

will complete the proof of- the lemma. 0 

Proposition 3.2. [5] Let_~ be a complex *-al5ebra whose selZ

adjoint part A is a JB-algebra under the product aob == t(ab + ba) 

and some norm.. Then ..;;f is a C* -algebra under the norm defined by 
1 

!lx!] == ]]x*xl!2 , where the latter norm is the JB-algebra norm. on A,. 

Proof: Obviously, on A , the new norm coi.neides with the JB ... algabra 

norm. Let K be the state space of A • By Lemma 3 .. 1, we have 

p(x*x) ~ 0 for x E A; , p E K , so the Schwarz inequality 

1 

is valid. As a special case, lp(x) I ~ p(x*x)2 , so that if x*x = 0 

then x = 0 ; that is, if llxll = 0 then x = 0 .. 

To prove that 11·11 i.s subadditive, we calculate: 

!lx+yll2 = II (x+y )* (x+y)!! = 

= sup p(x*x + y*x + x*y + y*y) < 
pEK -

1 1 

~sup (p(x*x) + 2p(x*x)2 p(y*y)2 + p(y*y)) < 
pEK 

1 1 

:5. Jjx*x!l + 2!1x*xii 2 IIY*YII 2 + [!y*yJl = . 

= !lxll 2 + 2jlxii•IIYII + IIYII 2 = ( llxH + IIYII )2 • 

The C*-identity llx*xll = llxll 2 follows by definition. To prove 

submultiplicativity, note that by Lemma 4.1, the map xJ-> y*xy is 

positiv&... Thus 
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Finally, to prove that J6 is complete, note that the involu

tion on ~~ is isometrico ·Thus, if (xn) is a Cauchy sequence 

in d:r, then (xn + x~) and (i(xn- x~)) are both Cauchy, and 

therefore convergent in A • The proposition is now provedo [] 

Theorem 3o3. Let A be 2- JB-algebra and assume that A®~(Q})sa 

can be given a Jordan structure su2h that (2.~) and (2o2) hold. 

~1en A is (isometricall! isomorphic to) the self-adjoint part 

of a C*-algebra. 

Proof: Let Jr = A ® j)~ be the complexification of A • Then {;:6-

is a Jordan *-algebra over m o The involutions in ~ and M2 

induce an involution in Jif-®M2 defined by (x®a.)* = x*®a.*. 

Under this involution the self-adjoint part of $® M2 is 

(ciJ0 M2 ) = Jr 0 (M2 ) = A 0 (1'12 ) o sa sa sa sa 

Thus it 0 r-r2 is the complexification of A 0 (M2 ) sa , and so is a 

Jordan *-algebra under a product satisfying (2.~) and (2.2). By 

Theorem 2.~, there exists an.associative product in u6- inducing 

the given Jordan products both ·in of; and in e.:~® M2 ., In particular, 

for x,y E % we have: 

.(Jcy")* 0 €~2 = (xy)* ® e;~ = (xy0 e:2~)* =· 2((x® e:2~) o (y® e:~~))* = 

= 2(x0 e2~)* o (y0 e~~)* = 2(x* ® e:~ 2 ) o (y* ® e:~~) = 

* * 0 = y X e:~2 ' 

so (xy)* = y*x* , and df is a *-algebra. Its self-adjoint part 

is A , so by Proposition 3.2, <-i is a C*-algebra, and the proof 

is complete. 0 
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